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SYNOPSIS/APPLICATION 
There are forces on the horizon that will revolutionize how we interact with our world—how we buy, 
work, learn, and communicate with each other. Kevin Kelly believes that if we can not only 
understood them but embrace them, we will be able to stay on top of coming changes and use 
technology in ways to benefit from what lies ahead.  
 

 
QUOTES ABOUT CHANGE  
“Uber, the world’s largest taxi company, owns no vehicles. Facebook, the world’s most 
popular media owner, creates no content. Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, has no 
inventory. And Airbnb, the world’s largest accommodation provider, owns no real estate. 
Something interesting is happening.” Indeed, digital media exhibits a similar absence. 
Netflix, the world’s largest video hub, allows me to watch a movie without owning it. 
Spotify, the largest music streaming company, lets me listen to whatever music I want 
without owning any of it. Amazon’s Kindle Unlimited enables me to read any book in its 
800,000-volume library without owning books, and PlayStation Now lets me play games 
without purchasing them. Every year I own less of what I use. Possession is not as important 
as it once was. Accessing is more important than ever.” 
 
“Change is inevitable. We now appreciate that everything is mutable and undergoing 
change, even though much of this alteration is imperceptible. The highest mountains are 
slowly wearing away under our feet, while every animal and plant species on the planet is 
morphing into something different in ultra slow motion. Even the eternal shining sun is 
fading on an astronomical schedule, though we will be long gone when it does. Human 
culture, and biology too, are part of this imperceptible slide toward something new.” 
 
“Constant flux means more than simply ‘things will be different.’ It means processes—the 
engines of flux—are now more important than products. Our greatest invention in the past 
200 years was not a particular gadget or tool but the invention of the scientific process itself. 
Once we invented the scientific method, we could immediately create thousands of other 
amazing things we could have never discovered any other way. This methodical process of 
constant change and improvement was a million times better than inventing any particular 
product, because the process generated a million new products over the centuries since we 
invented it. Get the ongoing process right and it will keep generating ongoing benefits. In 
our new era, processes trump products.” 
 



“Long ago I learned that even the most inanimate things we know of—stone, iron columns, 
copper pipes, gravel roads, a piece of paper—won’t last very long without attention and 
fixing and the loan of additional order. Existence, it seems, is chiefly maintenance.” 
 
“A world without discomfort is utopia. But it is also stagnant. A world perfectly fair in some 
dimensions would be horribly unfair in others. A utopia has no problems to solve, but 
therefore no opportunities either.” 
 
“Coming out of the industrial age, when mass-produced goods outperformed anything you 
could make yourself, this sudden tilt toward consumer involvement is a surprise. We 
thought, “That amateur do-it-yourself thing died long ago, back in the horse-and-buggy era.” 
The enthusiasm for making things, for interacting more deeply than just choosing options, is 
the great force not reckoned—not seen—decades ago, even though it was already going on. 
This apparently primeval impulse for participation has upended the economy and is steadily 
turning the sphere of social networking—smart mobs, hive minds, and collaborative action—
into the main event.”  
 
“Our appetite for the instant is insatiable. The cost of real-time engagement requires massive 
coordination and degrees of collaboration that were unthinkable a few years ago. Now that 
most people are equipped with a supercomputer in their pocket, entirely new economic 
forces are being unleashed. If smartly connected, a crowd of amateurs can be as good as the 
average solo professional.” 
 
 
QUOTES ABOUT TECHNOLOGY SHIFTS 
“We are morphing so fast that our ability to invent new things outpaces the rate we can 
civilize them. These days it takes us a decade after a technology appears to develop a social 
consensus on what it means and what etiquette we need to tame it.” 
  
“Our first impulse when we confront extreme technology surging forward in this digital 
sphere may be to push back. To stop it, prohibit it, deny it, or at least make it hard to use. (As 
one example, when the internet made it easy to copy music and movies, Hollywood and the 
music industry did everything they could to stop the copying. To no avail. They succeeded 
only in making enemies of their customers.) Banning the inevitable usually backfires. 
Prohibition is at best temporary, and in the long counterproductive.” 
  
“But as our personal technology is becoming more complex, more codependent upon 
peripherals, more like a living ecosystem, delaying upgrading is even more disruptive. If you 
neglect ongoing minor upgrades, the change backs up so much that the eventual big upgrade 
reaches traumatic proportions.” 
  
“This is not a race against the machines. If we race against them, we lose. This is a race with 
the machines. You’ll be paid in the future based on how well you work with robots. Ninety 
percent of your coworkers will be unseen machines. Most of what you do will not be 
possible without them. And there will be a blurry line between what you do and what they 
do. You might no longer think of it as a job, at least at first, because anything that resembles 
drudgery will be handed over to robots by the accountants. We need to let robots take over.“ 
  
 



QUOTES ABOUT CHANGING INFORMATION STREAMS 
“We currently see these two sets of traits—fixity versus fluidity—as opposites, driven by the 
dominant technology of the era. Paper favors fixity; electrons favor fluidity. But there is 
nothing to prevent us from inventing a third way—electrons embedded into paper or any 
other material. Imagine a book of 100 pages, each page a thin flexible digital screen, bound 
into a spine—that is an ebook too. Almost anything that is solid can be made a little bit fluid, 
and anything fluid can be embedded into solidness.” 
 
“In ancient times culture revolved around the spoken word. The oral skills of memorization, 
recitation, and rhetoric instilled in oral societies a reverence for the past, the ambiguous, the 
ornate, and the subjective. We were People of the Word. Then, about 500 years ago, orality 
was overthrown by technology. Gutenberg’s 1450 invention of metallic movable type 
elevated writing into a central position in the culture. By the means of cheap and perfect 
copies, printed text became the engine of change and the foundation of stability. From 
printing came journalism, science, libraries, and law. Printing instilled in society a reverence 
for precision (of black ink on white paper), an appreciation for linear logic (in a string of 
sentences), a passion for objectivity (of printed fact), and an allegiance to authority (via 
authors), whose truth was as fixed and final as a book.” 
  
“But today most of us have become People of the Screen. People of the Screen tend to ignore 
the classic logic of books or the reverence for copies; they prefer the dynamic flux of pixels. 
They gravitate toward movie screens, TV screens, computer screens, iPhone screens, VR 
goggle screens, tablet screens, and in the near future massive Day-Glo megapixel screens 
plastered on every surface. Screen culture is a world of constant flux, of endless sound bites, 
quick cuts, and half-baked ideas. It is a flow of tweets, headlines, instagrams, casual texts, 
and floating first impressions. Notions don’t stand alone but are massively interlinked to 
everything else; truth is not delivered by authors and authorities but is assembled in real 
time piece by piece by the audience themselves. People of the Screen make their own content 
and construct their own truth. Fixed copies don’t matter as much as flowing access. Screen 
culture is fast, like a 30-second movie trailer, and as liquid and open-ended as a Wikipedia 
page.” 
  
“On a screen, words move, meld into pictures, change color, and perhaps even change 
meaning. Sometimes there are no words at all, only pictures or diagrams or glyphs that may 
be deciphered into multiple meanings. This liquidity is terribly unnerving to any civilization 
based on text logic. In this new world, fast-moving code—as in updated versions of 
computer code—is more important than law, which is fixed. Code displayed on a screen is 
endlessly tweakable by users, while law embossed into books is not. Yet code can shape 
behavior as much as, if not more than, law. If you want to change how people act online, on 
the screen, you simply alter the algorithms that govern the place, which in effect polices the 
collective behavior or nudges people in preferred directions.” 
  
“The kind of intelligent book club discussion as now happens on the book sharing site 
Goodreads might follow the book itself and become more deeply embedded into the book 
via hyperlinks. So when a person cites a particular passage, a two-way link connects the 
comment to the passage and the passage to the comment. Even a minor good work could 
accumulate a wiki-like set of critical comments tightly bound to the actual text.” 
  



“Books were good at developing a contemplative mind. Screens encourage more utilitarian 
thinking. A new idea or unfamiliar fact uncovered while screening will provoke our reflex to 
do something: to research the term, to query your screen “friends” for their opinions, to find 
alternative views, to create a bookmark, to interact with or tweet the thing rather than simply 
contemplate it. Book reading strengthened our analytical skills, encouraging us to pursue an 
observation all the way down to the footnote. Screening encourages rapid pattern making, 
associating one idea with another, equipping us to deal with the thousands of new thoughts 
expressed every day. Screening nurtures thinking in real time. We review a movie while we 
watch it, or we come up with an obscure fact in the middle of an argument, or we read the 
owner’s manual of a gadget before we purchase it rather than after we get home and 
discover that it can’t do what we need it to do. Screens are instruments of the now.” 


